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The Importance of Small Change

I

n 1835, a young naturalist named Charles Darwin set foot on a peculiar land. Giant
tortoises lumbered over barren lava fields, iguanas took to the sea in search of
food, and some birds were utterly incapable of flight. He spent several weeks

there—on an archipelago called the Galápagos—collecting specimens and observing
the remarkable biodiversity in front of him. Many organisms were similar to species
Darwin had observed on the South American mainland, but they were clearly distinct,
with characteristics that made them well-suited to their island home.
Ecuador’s Galápagos Islands played an out-sized role in seeding Darwin’s ideas
about evolution and the origin of species, but among islands they are not unique.
Archipelagos are renowned for housing bizarre creatures, thanks to their isolation.
That’s why, as a biologist, I was thrilled when I got a chance to work on the
California Channel Islands. I knew I’d find diminutive foxes and supersized jays.
What I didn’t know was even more interesting. As I later learned, there was even
more to the islands’ biodiversity than met the eye.
The California Channel Islands are made up of eight stunningly beautiful islands:
San Miguel, Santa Rosa, Santa Cruz, Anacapa, Santa Barbara, San Nicolas, Santa
Catalina, and San Clemente. Many are visible from the beaches of southern California,
but they have never been connected to the mainland and house a rich diversity of
species found nowhere else.1 They’re home to towering peaks, vast inland valleys,
picturesque white sand beaches, and one of the largest sea caves in the world. They
also share a remarkably similar evolutionary story with the Galápagos—a story about

bird beaks.
On the Galápagos, the central character is a group of birds called Darwin’s finches.
They descended from a single South American ancestor and, within the past two
million years, rapidly diversified into fifteen species that all make a living in different
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An island scrub-jay. Photograph by Katie Langin.

ways.2 Some finches eat seeds, some eat insects, and still

We didn’t set out to look for this. In fact, we happened

others—vampire finches—feed on the blood of seabirds.

upon this discovery while we were studying island scrub-

Each species evolved a beak that’s specifically adapted to the

jays for an entirely different reason: to figure out if the

type of food it eats. It’s a classic example of evolution.

species is in decline. (Short answer: it doesn’t appear to

Recently, my colleagues and I discovered that the Cali-

be.) We captured and marked hundreds of birds with

fornia Channel Islands have their own version of this story.

unique leg bands so we could track their survival, breeding

Island scrub-jays—charismatic blue songbirds found only

activities, and diet. While handling each bird, we also took

on Santa Cruz Island—have different beaks depending on

a few standard measurements and, on a whim, one day

3

the type of habitat in which they live. Jays that live in pine

I decided to take a look at those data.

forests have long, shallow beaks, which allow them to obtain

At the time, we already knew that the island scrub-jay’s

food buried within the crevices of pinecones. Meanwhile,

closest relative, the western scrub-jay, has a different appear-

their next-door neighbors in oak forests have slightly

ance depending on where it lives. Jays in oak forests along

shorter, stouter beaks, which are better suited for hammer-

the California coast have short, stout beaks, but as you move

ing open acorns.
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into the interior of the continent—to pine forests in Utah
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California’s Channel Islands share a remarkably
similar evolutionary story with the Galápagos–—
a story about bird beaks.
and Arizona—birds of the same species have longer, shallower beaks.

5

that are ‘‘locally adapted’’ to different environments.
The information is important because the amount of
diversity within a species is one of the best predictors of

because the species is crammed onto one 22-mile-long

its ability to adapt to environmental changes. Evolution

island, where you can walk between pine and oak forests

can do more when it has a wider variety of raw ingredients

in a few short strides. Normally, scientists assume that evo-

with which to work. A species may have a better chance of

lution generates differences in characteristics like beak

responding to climate change, for instance, if some mem-

shape—or feather color or wing length—only if there’s

bers are already adapted to warmer microclimates.

some kind of physical barrier preventing populations from

One example is a monkeyflower called Mimulus lacinia-

meeting. Without such a barrier—an ocean, say, or a stretch

tus, which grows up and down California’s Sierra Nevada.

of inhospitable desert—too much inter-breeding will occur.

Some populations are adapted to warmer conditions in the

That’s why islands are home to so many unique species; the

foothills, while others are adapted to cooler conditions in the

geographic isolation inherent in island living makes it easy

higher-elevation montane.9 If the climate warms, plants

for populations to diverge from their relatives on the

from warm-adapted populations might survive in greater

mainland.

numbers—and be more successful at passing their genes

was so surprising when an initial foray into our beak-

to the next generation. That could give the species as a whole
a better shot at long-term persistence.

measurement data revealed that island scrub-jays have longer

The importance of preserving diversity could be espe-

beaks when they live in the pine forest. The following year,

cially pronounced for species restricted to islands. In the

we went back to Santa Cruz and caught more birds to see if

case of the island scrub-jay, individual birds will have a lim-

this was just a fluke. But the differences only became stron-

ited ability to move elsewhere if the environment changes,

ger with data from more birds (all told, we measured 565

because they can’t seem to fly to the mainland or to neigh-

birds).

boring islands. (They’ve never turned up in other places.)

Surprising as these findings may be, they’re actually part

Instead, the species will have to adapt to any changes that

of a growing trend that’s changing our understanding of

crop up on the island—or it may go extinct. Protecting the

evolution. Similar stories have been reported for maggot flies

full range of biodiversity contained within the species, cur-
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in Eastern North America, fish in Nicaragua, and song-

rently numbered at fewer than 3,000 birds,10 could be crit-

birds on the island of Corsica.8 All of this questions whether

ical for its survival.

organisms living in different environments need to be separated by a barrier in order to diverge from one another.

This means that if a threat erupts on Santa Cruz Island—
the emergence of a new virus or the arrival of a nonnative

Biologists rarely look for these sorts of patterns within

predator—it won’t be enough to protect island scrub-jays in

populations; usually the goal is to look for differences

one area. We’ll need to protect birds on different parts of the

between populations. So the few examples of ‘‘microgeo-

island. Otherwise, we may lose a critical piece of the species’

graphic divergence’’ that we do know about may mean there’s

genetic diversity.

a lot more biodiversity left to discover out there in nature. It’s

Islands are hotbeds for extinction events,11 making it all

not necessarily diversity sufficient to declare two populations

the more critical that we develop sound conservation strat-

separate species (island scrub-jays are still considered to be

egies on the Channel Islands, the Galápagos, and elsewhere.
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Island scrub-jays also live in both pine and oak forests,
but it seemed crazy to expect the same beak differences,

But within an island, it’s a different story. That’s why it
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one species), but a more subtle form that includes individuals

Too often, evolutionary considerations are left out of the
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conservation equation. We assume that species can’t quickly
adapt to environmental change because it takes time for
advantageous genetic mutations to appear. But in reality
many species may already have the genetic wherewithal to
adapt; we just need to safeguard it.
That’s why it’s so important for biologists to identify the
breadth of biodiversity that exists in nature, including
genetic variation within species. Darwin may have kickstarted these efforts on a remote archipelago 180 years ago,
but today’s generation of biologists is still working to decipher evolution’s varied results—how they came to be and
where they might lead. B
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